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Uncoiling the cucumber's enigma: Researchers
discover a biological mechanism for coiling
August 30, 2012

Enlarge

An intact cucumber tendril (top) and a fiber ribbon (bottom) that
has been extracted from a tendril both coil in the same,
predictable way. Studying the cellular structure of these tendrils
has helped researchers to understand a new type of spring. Credit:
Joshua Puzey and Sharon Gerbode

Captivated by a strange coiling behavior in the grasping
tendrils of the cucumber plant, researchers at Harvard University have characterized a new type of
spring that is soft when pulled gently and stiff when pulled strongly.

Instead of unwinding to a flat ribbon under stress, as an untwisted coil normally would, the cucumber's
tendrils actually coil further. Understanding this counterintuitive behavior required a combination of head
scratching, physical modeling, mathematical modeling, and cell biology—not to mention a large quantity of
silicone.

The result, published in the August 31 issue of Science, describes the mechanism by which coiling occurs
in the cucumber plant and suggests a new type of bio-inspired twistless spring.

Led by principal investigator L. Mahadevan, Lola England de Valpine Professor of Applied Mathematics
at the Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences (SEAS), Professor of Organismic and
Evolutionary Biology and Professor of Physics at Harvard, and a Core Faculty Member at the Wyss
Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard, the researchers were motivated by simple
curiosity about the natural world.

"Nature has solved all kinds of energetic and mechanical problems, doing it very slowly and really getting
it right," says lead author Sharon Gerbode, a former postdoctoral fellow at SEAS who has now advanced
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to a faculty position in the physics department at Harvey Mudd College. "But few people have studied
biological mechanisms from the point of view of a physicist or an engineer. We barely had to scratch the
surface with this question about the cucumber—how does it coil? What could be a simpler question? And
what we actually found was this new kind of spring that no one had characterized before."

Well known to botanists and gardeners, the coiling tendrils of climbing plants like cucumbers, sweet peas,
and grape vines allow the plants to hoist themselves up towards sunlight and secure themselves tightly to
existing structures like trees or trellises. Yet the biological and physical mechanism of this coiling, at the
level of the plant's cells and tissues, has remained a mystery.

A cucumber tendril begins as a straight stem that elongates until it finds something to latch onto. Then,
secured at both ends, it forms a left-handed helix and a right-handed helix, joined at the center by a
"perversion"—Charles Darwin's strikingly Victorian term for the point at which the coiling changes
direction.

Enlarge

Cucumber tendrils produce a particular type of strong, flexible spring that has not been characterized
before. Shown here is a fiber ribbon extracted from a tendril. Credit: Joshua Puzey and Sharon Gerbode

"It's easy to create one of these twistless springs with a telephone cord," says Gerbode, "and they're
annoying. But with the phone cord, you can pull on both ends and it will straighten out into a flat ribbon.
What's strange about the cucumber tendril is that if you pull on the ends, it actually overwinds, adding
more turns to both helices."

To explore the mechanism for this behavior, Gerbode and her Harvard colleagues took a closer look at the
cells and tissue types inside the tendril.

A fibrous ribbon, made of thread-like cells called gelatinous fiber (g-fiber) cells, runs the length of each
tendril. Two cell layers thick, this ribbon appears to provide the force required for the tendril to form a
helix without the benefit of muscles. If the cells on one side of such a ribbon were to contract, the
researchers thought, it would force the ribbon to curve and coil.

Gerbode and her coauthor Joshua Puzey (Ph.D. '12), who was studying organismic and evolutionary
biology in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS) at the time, tried to reconstruct this fiber
ribbon with a silicone model. They stretched a sheet of elastic silicone, secured the ends, and then spread a
thin layer of silicone caulk across its surface. When the caulk cured, they cut a thin strip off the model,
held both ends, and watched it coil into a pair of perfect helices. When they pulled on both ends, however,
it simply unraveled and lay flat, adding no extra coils as they had hoped.

"This is when I spent a lot of time pulling on telephone cords," Gerbode admits.
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The clue, as it turns out, was inside the g-fiber cells. These cells have been studied extensively in trees;
they have the ability to shrink or elongate, thanks to a special type of architecture in the cell wall.

"What we think may be happening is that the inner cell layer of the tendril has more lignin in it, which is a
sort of glue that gives cell walls stiffness and holds together the cellulose microfibrils, which are like rebar
in the cells," explains Puzey. "We thought this stiffness must be related to the coiling somehow."

Enlarge

The lignified cells in the tendril's fiber ribbon glow bright blue under ultraviolet light. The thickened cell
walls are clearly visible in the bottom two images. Credit: Joshua Puzey and Sharon Gerbode

To test this idea, Gerbode and Puzey glued a fabric ribbon to one side of their silicone model and a copper
wire to the other side. At last, the silicone strip formed a pair of helices that overwound, just like the
cucumber tendril.

The structure they stumbled upon is a spring made of two joined, opposite-handed helices whose bending
stiffness is higher than their twisting stiffness. In other words, to form this specific structure, the materials
involved have to make it easier for the ribbon to twist axially than to change its curvature. Through
mathematical models developed by Mahadevan and coauthor Andrew McCormick (a physics graduate
student in GSAS), the team was able to fully understand the parameters and synthesize a simple principle
for the design of these springs.

The final stage in the research was to address the biological implications. By extracting the fiber ribbon
from a cucumber tendril, Mahadevan's group had already noticed that moisture was playing a role in the
spring's behavior. As the extracted ribbon dried out, its stiffness increased and it coiled more tightly. Lignin
is also known to be hydrophobic, repelling water. What's more, Mahadevan's team measured the
mechanical response of young tendrils and older ones, finding that the older tendrils put up much more
resistance to pulling, a fact that they explained using a combination of theory and computer simulations.

Though the group has not yet explored these findings from an evolutionary perspective, they hypothesize
that the mature coil structure allows the climbing plants just the right amount of structural flexibility.

"You want the plant to make a nice strong, secure connection, but you also don't want it to be too stiff or
to snap," explains Gerbode. "You want it to have a little bit of flexibility so that if the wind blows or an
animal brushes past it, it doesn't break. So one possibility is that this overwinding allows the plant to easily
accommodate small motions, but then if something really serious happens it can get very stiff and protect
itself."

To further study the evolutionary significance of the tendril's morphology, researchers would have to study
the coils in numerous species and attempt to reconstruct the evolutionary history of that characteristic.
Mahadevan suggests that such a project could provide important ecological insights.
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"The advantage of using a tendril is that the plant saves on complex machinery to build structural supports
such as trunks and branches," Mahadevan says. "The disadvantage is that it must depend on other species
to build these supports. Thus, tendrils are an adaptation that is likely to develop only in regions replete with
vegetation that can provide supports and where competition for resources is intense.

"The real question remains this: how difficult is it to evolve such tendril-like solutions?"

Now that nature has done the hard work, though, Mahadevan suggests that the benefits of understanding
cucumber coils might be useful in technology—but hastens to add that this work was driven by pure
curiosity, not with an end product in mind.

"This is likely to be useful anywhere we need a spring with a tunable mechanical response," he says.

More information:  "How the Cucumber Tendril Coils and Overwinds," by S.J. Gerbode et al. Science,
2012.
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kevinrtrs
Aug 30, 2012

Rank: 1 / 5 (10)

Nature has solved all kinds of energetic and mechanical problems, doing it very slowly and
really getting it right,"

The real question remains this: how difficult is it to evolve such tendril-like solutions

Once again the overwhelming appearance of design raises it's unwelcome head - posing many
uncomfortable questions. Questions that will have no satisfactory answer since none can be found to be
experimentally repeatable - only sheer speculation about what might have happened in the past.
Silverhill
Aug 30, 2012

Rank: 5 / 5 (5)
Kevin, scientists operate with evidence- and logic-based thinking, not with magic-based thinking. To rely
overly on the "Goddidit" claim is to be, at best, intellectually lazy.
Have you seen this quotation from Galileo?

"I do not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has endowed us with senses, reason
and intellect has intended us to forego their use and by some other means to give us
knowledge which we can attain by them."

antialias_physorg
Aug 31, 2012

Rank: 5 / 5 (1)

Charles Darwin's strikingly Victorian term for the point at which the coiling changes direction

What's so victorian about it? Perversion is just latin (from pervertere) for 'turned the other way' - which is
exactly what happens at the point he described.
kochevnik
Aug 31, 2012

Rank: 5 / 5 (4)

@kevinrtrs Once again the overwhelming appearance of design raises it's unwelcome head
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Structure isn't design. You really need to get an education before churches are taxed. Clearly if they
produce intellectual waste products like you they should be taxed for pollution and obnoxious discharge.
aroc91
Aug 31, 2012

Rank: 5 / 5 (4)
Do your job, moderators. You're still willfully ignoring kevin's religious trolling. You KNOW his intent. It's
VERY clear and has been for a LONG time.
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Research sheds new light on wolves' impact on Yellowstone ecosystems

(Phys.org)—New research by Colorado State University finds that the removal
of wolves from Yellowstone National Park caused complex changes in
ecological processes that cannot be simply reversed by wolf ...
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Birds migrate using magnetic map

Migrating birds use magnetic particles within their body to create a 'map' with
which to navigate using the earth's magnetic field, according to new research
published today in Journal of the Royal Society In ...
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given region's diversity. But scaling down the size also scales up the numbers: On and in our bodies is a
community ...
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'Zombie' replica cells may outperform live ones as catalysts and conductors

(Phys.org)— "Zombie" mammalian cells that may function better after they
die have been created by researchers at Sandia National Laboratories and the
University of New Mexico (UNM).

Models move from brain to rain

(Phys.org)—One of climate scientists' key ambitions is to predict future
climate change more accurately. They create incredibly detailed computer
models, but even these cannot calculate all the infinite ...

Fujifilm breaks record with thermoelectric material

(Phys.org)—Photographic film maker Fujifilm has been busy this year at the
Nanotech 2013 conference being held in Tokyo. First came news of
bendable/roll up speakers. Now the company is showing off a new
thermoelectric ...

Scientists use 3-D printing to track big fish

CSIRO scientists are using 3D printing to build a new generation of hi-tech
fish tags made of titanium. The aim is to use the tags to track big fish such as
marlin, tuna, swordfish, trevally and sharks for ...

Mercury's false moon: The Mercury/Mars planetary conjunction this
weekend

The history of astronomy is littered with astronomical objects in the solar
system that have fallen to the wayside. These include fleeting sightings of
Venusian moons, inter-mercurial planets, and even secondary ...

US backs push for open access textbooks in Arabic

The United States has backed a project that aims to translate American
textbooks into Arabic and make them available without copyrights restrictions
to educators and students in the Middle East.
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